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Check out our recommendations for this collection, hand-picked by our editors! Match bedding to the textures and colors of the
curtains. For our customers, the service "We will deliver!" - free. In a special section of the site, we described the conditions of

this service. Promotion can be activated by phone Good afternoon! Please tell me how much the delivery costs, I need it
urgently, until January 31. Good evening! The service is free, when ordering from 20,000 rubles. And delivery to which region
of Novosibirsk? Hello! How much does shipping cost? to the shopping center Technopark m. Altufievo, street ... Hello Maria.

Delivery cost within the Moscow Ring Road - 2400 rubles. when ordering less than 20,000 rubles. Hello. how much does it cost
and is delivery to Tomsk and the region possible. Answer pzhl, is delivery to Novomoskovsk by mail carried out? Good

afternoon! We do not deliver to this city. Good afternoon! Tell me, how much does it cost to deliver a bamboo pillow to the
city, a distance of about 10 km? Answer: Hello Tatiana. The cost of a set of two pillows is 330 rubles. (shipping by truck). Good
evening! Please tell me, to which address can I send a sleeping bag from Bali if delivery is by train? Unfortunately, the train is
not available. I really need a mattress. Can I order now or do I have to wait? Thank you for your feedback. Please send your
contacts (phone number and name) to info@sleepwithdreams.ru. I am interested in the delivery of a set of three beds from

Krasnoyarsk to Astrakhan. Can it be done? Good evening, I live in Tomsk. Please tell me how much it will cost me to deliver a
set with an orthopedic effect from Indonesia from Moscow to your city? Copying materials from the site is prohibited. The site
is for informational purposes only and under no circumstances is it a public offer determined by the provisions of Article 437(2)

of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. For detailed information on the availability and cost of these goods and services,
please call: +7 (383) 263-17-53
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